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Getting Something for Nothing:
Releasing Unused Space

L ike the old saw which states that one’s
expenses always rise to keep pace

with one’s income, for many storage
administrators the amount of critical
installation data continually threatens to
exceed the available disk space. However,
within this mountain of data there are
often significant amounts of unused
space, hidden like veins of gold. This
unused space is of two types. One type is
the excess space left over at the end of
datasets that are not completely full
(“over allocated” space). The other type is
internally unused space such as the “gas”
in partitioned datasets that exists as a
result of members being deleted, or in
VSAM datasets, which occur as a result of
a control interval or control area split.

For ordinary partitioned and sequential
datasets, the amount of leftover space that
exists at the end of a dataset can be deter-
mined by examining the DS1LSTAR field’s
format-1 DSCB. DS1LSTAR is a three-byte
field representing the last relative track and
record (TTR), which is occupied by data.
Therefore, if a dataset occupies five cylin-
ders (75 tracks), but the content of
DS1LSTAR is X’002502’, then only 38
tracks are actually used, and the remaining
37 tracks represent space that could poten-
tially be released and returned for use by
other applications.

The DS1LSTAR field is large enough for
ordinary datasets, but not for SMS-managed,
extended-format datasets, which may occupy
more than 65,535 tracks. For these datasets,
the DS1TRBAL field, which normally indi-
cates the free space remaining on the last
track of the dataset, is used instead to hold the
high-order two bytes of the last relative track,
thus allowing a five-byte ‘TTTTR’ value.

The unused space represented by the
DS1LSTAR/DS1TRBAL fields can be

freed by a system function known as
Partial Release, or PARTREL. Most com-
monly, this is done by coding the RLSE
parameter in JCL. With RLSE coded, the
PARTREL function is invoked when the
dataset is CLOSEd, and the excess space
is freed. For SMS-managed datasets, the
same function is performed when the
PARTIAL RELEASE management class
attribute is set to indicate “immediate”
release. (If “immediate” is not set, then
the space is released whenever DFSMShsm,
FDRABR, or other such programs per-
form daily space management processing.)
The management class attribute can also
be set to indicate “conditional” release,
meaning that the unused space is not
freed unless a secondary space value was
defined for the dataset. This prevents out-
of-space errors that might otherwise
occur if additional records were written
to the dataset.

Another way of releasing the unused
space at the end of a dataset is to invoke
the FREE function under ISPF option 3.4,

as long as the dataset occupies only one
volume. In addition, APF-authorized pro-
grams can directly invoke the Partial
Release function via the PARTREL
macro, while the sort options RLSOUT
(for SyncSort) and OUTREL=YES (for
DFSORT) can be used to automatically
free space on SORTOUT datasets even if
the RLSE parameter was not specified in
the JCL.

The Partial Release function can also be
invoked for extended-format VSAM datasets
(key-sequenced only) and for PDSEs, even
though the DS1LSTAR/DS1TRBAL fields
are not maintained by OS/390. For these
types of datasets, PARTREL relies on the
highest-allocated RBA or Frame Number as
indicated in the VVDS record for the dataset,
and space can be freed if RLSE is coded in
the JCL or indicated in the dataset’s man-
agement class.

There are, of course, some limitations to
the use of Partial Release. PARTREL will
not operate on HFS (UNIX) files, or on
ordinary non-extended-format VSAM
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datasets. For extended-format VSAM datasets, only space in the
data component is freed, up to the nearest control area boundary.
Guaranteed-space VSAM datasets are not eligible for release, nor
are most alternate indexes, although space can be freed on each
stripe of a multi-striped cluster. Since PARTREL depends upon an
accurate value for DS1LSTAR, old applications, usually “home-
grown” programs, which do not properly update DS1LSTAR,
might encounter problems when space is released. Also, the Partial
Release function is not designed to operate in a multi-tasking envi-
ronment — PARTREL must obtain exclusive control over both the
SYSDSN and SYSZTIOT resources in order to operate, and will
fail if any other job or task in the system already has them in use.
Usually, this will not result in a visible error — however, the excess
space in the dataset will not be released.

OTHER WAYS TO FREE UNUSED SPACE

There are other ways to free the valuable unused space in a
dataset, including the internal space, which cannot be released by
PARTREL. For example, during daily space management processing,
DFSMShsm performs extent-reduction processing, in which
datasets are migrated and then immediately recalled in order to
reduce the number of extents occupied. During migration only the
used space, up to DS1LSTAR, is copied to tape. Migration pro-
cessing then deletes the dataset and restores it, allocating only the
space necessary to hold the actual data, and implicitly “freeing” the
unused space. This same processing can be performed for individ-
ual datasets via the CONDENSE command against entries in an
ISMF dataset list, which invokes migration and recall for a dataset.
This process also compresses partitioned datasets, providing more
internal space. 

Volume reorganization can also be used to regain idle space
in datasets. The DFSMSdss RELEASE command invokes
PARTREL processing for groups of specified datasets or vol-
umes. The MINSEQTY parameter prevents release of space for
datasets that do not have a secondary space value, while the
MINTRKUNUSED parameter can be used to limit processing
to those datasets that have a significant amount of idle space.
The TYPE=RLSE function of Innovation Data Processing’s
COMPAKTOR provides similar function. For VSAM datasets,
COMPAKTOR determines the unused space based upon the

high-used RBA and internal EOF marks, and thus can release
space on ordinary VSAM datasets as well as those in extended-
format. Of course, other programs, such as PDSFAST, FAVER,
and FDRREORG, which perform dataset-level reorganizations,
usually will also release unused space within datasets as part of
their operation.

With certain types of disk architecture, such as the log-structured
file system of the IBM RVA or StorageTek SVA, “idle” space is
not actually stored on the device, i.e., only tracks that actually
contain data are stored on the “back-end” disks — data is writ-
ten to the device only when an I/O occurs. This sometimes leads
to a misconception that “idle” space is unimportant on the
RVA/SVA. However, even though “idle” space is not actually
stored on the device, it does take up space on the “virtual”
devices that are represented by tables in the control unit. Thus,
it is possible to encounter an out-of-space error, such as a B37
abend, if datasets contain large amounts of internally unused
space, even though very little data is stored on the actual drives.
Invoking the Partial Release function (which itself will invoke
Dynamic Data Space Release [DDSR] to free previously used
back-end space), is therefore as important for these devices as
for conventional ones.

The amount of unused space within datasets can represent a
significant wasted resource. Just how much space is available can
be determined by using such tools as ISMF, DCOLLECT, and
Naviquest. See Figure 1. If it is impractical to change JCL to
include the RLSE parameter, it may be useful to convert datasets to
SMS management and assign them management classes that
specify Partial Release, as can vendor products, which enforce JCL
standards for RLSE. For the more programmatically inclined, the
PARTREL macro, described in the DFSMSdsp Advanced Services
Guide, SC26-7330, can provide the basis for understanding and
even extending the functions performed by the programs of the
DASD management system.  
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